
DO COLLEGES EVEN READ YOUR ESSAY

A really good essay can be a strong addition to the application file. Yes, every college essay is read if the college has
asked for it (and often even if they did.

Barring a last-minute move to South Dakota with its smaller pool of rival applicants , the dye has been cast.
Officers on even the very most selective campuses know they will fight tooth-and-nail with peer institutions
for top picks. These schools may give applications up to three reads. Some read regionally which means that
one officer reads all the applications from all the high schools in a certain geographic region. What do the
conversations look like? Shirag Shemmassian, a former Cornell admissions interviewer. There were simply
too many files to consider in too small a time frame, and too many other evaluative factors that mattered much
more. It needs to say something about you as an individual. They have their likes, dislikes, biases, blind spots,
and so on. He used the US News rankings and then sourced the applications of the most highly ranked national
liberal arts colleges and research universities: schools and essay prompts in all. Remarkably, all this scribbling
has almost nothing to do with whether the student gets in. Whether you are working on your applications now,
or are starting to think about the college process generally, understanding what happens in the admissions
office can help you write effective applications. Some of the elite colleges make application decisions in five
to eight minutes. This is how tiny Goucher College in Baltimore recently made national headlines by asking
students to submit video clips describing themselves to admissions officers. Admissions officers go home with
up to applications on a cart and spend hours drinking coffee in to the wee hours of the morning. Competition
is especially fierce for academically accomplished students whose families can afford to pay full tuition. Do
they even read your college admissions essay? Read More. How many admissions officers read them? In any
case, what YOU can control is how well your essay describes who you are and gives the admissions person a
chance to see things in you that will be an asset to the school. People more academically successful than you
may be chosen, but so will people less academically successful than you. However, the college application
essay is where the admissions officers get to meet you. Why do you do it? And they are as eager to do this as
you are. But not nearly as harshly as you might think. And yes, they will be judging you. Admissions officers
are people, too. Test scores, transcripts, and lists of accomplishments can be boring and bland. Each question
is an advertisement for the institution doing the asking, a come-hither in a courtship of mutually high stakes.
Yes, every college essay is read if the college has asked for it and often even if they did not ask for it. Stanford
sociologist Mitchell Stevens spent 18 months embedded with admissions officers at an unnamed top-tier
liberal arts college and found that, even in cases where students were within the admissible range in terms of
scores and grades, officers rarely looked to the personal essays as a deciding factor. There were simply too
many files to consider in too small a time frame, and too many other evaluative factors that mattered much
more. University of Chicago. However, over the past 20 years, smaller schools have been working to build
great programs and, in turn, their reputations. As a sociologist who studies higher education, I spent 18 months
in the admissions office of a top-tier liberal arts college, working right alongside admissions officers to get a
sense how decisions were actually made. Come November, there's almost nothing left for a candidate to do to
assemble a more admissions-worthy identity: no earning of better grades on coursework already taken, no
substantial extracurricular milestones to reach, and precious few state athletic championships to be won in
advance of Early Decision deadlines. If a school asks for an essay, it is read. And this is a mistake that many
applicants make in the hope that some program â€” any program â€” will pick them. Develop skills and
master them. They are working to craft a group of students who are not just the best qualified, but the ones
that have the greatest potential to distinguish themselves at the university. So if a school requires an essay it is
VERY likely to be read.


